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Abstract: To control the spatial placement and organize micro/nanodroplets (NDs) has fundamental
importance both in science and engineering. Cholesteric liquid crystal (CLC) droplets with topological
diversity can offer many self-assembly modalities to arrange guest NDs in their spherical confinement;
however, limited progress has been achieved due to difficulties of loading NDs into stabilized host
droplets. Here, a laser injection technique is introduced, through which a controlled number of NDs
were injected from a pre-selected location onto the surface of the host droplet. The sequentially
injected NDs spontaneously drifted toward areas with topological defects and self-assembled along
its geometry or local director field into a predefined shape. Within CLC droplets with different
topological structures, guest NDs self-assembled near areas with defect points as twisting radial
chains and quill-like assembly structures, and along defect lines as discrete beads and helical threads,
respectively. The injection speed of the NDs, controlled by laser power, was found to play a key role
in the assembly geometry of NDs as well as the internal structure of the CLC droplet processed. This
study expands our abilities to precisely organize NDs in a spherical confinement and such droplet-
based microsystems have potential applications for sensors, photonic devices, pharmaceuticals,
and biotechnology.

Keywords: liquid crystal; droplet; laser micro/nano manufacturing; laser injection; double emulsions;
self-assembly; colloids; topological defect; templated self-assembly; colloidal liquid crystals

1. Introduction

The programmable arrangement of micro- or nanodroplets (NDs) into a designed
structure with specific functions has attracted significant attention in both science and
engineering [1–6]. It can be exploited in areas such as miniature photonic devices [7–9],
intelligent sensors [10], functional microcapsules [11], artificial cells [12], and in vitro
diagnostics [13–15]. With the help of material elasticity, liquid crystals (LCs) are ideal media
to guide the NDs to self-assemble into predefined structures such as parallel ribbons [16],
self-connected microwires [17], necklace rings [18], helicoidal threads [19], and hexagonal
arrays [20]. The arrangement of NDs can be further manipulated by tuning the alignment
of LC molecules with external stimuli such as electric fields [21,22], magnetic fields [3], and
temperature [23], which further facilitates its application.

In the case of cholesteric LC (CLC) droplets, their topological diversity has been
extensively reported [24,25], indicating their enormous potential as novel modalities for
the templated self-assembly and positioning of NDs in three dimensions (3D). However,
there are technical difficulties that hinder their development. First, by using a conventional
top-down method such as a microfluidic droplet generator, it takes hours or even days
to stabilize the topological structure of CLC droplets after emulsification. Before that,
the organization of guest NDs in the host CLC sphere is beyond control and, in most
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cases, NDs will aggregate into irregular-shaped clusters that are normally irreversible [3].
Second, the key to arranging NDs into an organized structure in an LC medium is to
control their self-assembly dynamics using an optical tweezer. However, due to their
spherical confinement, this method no longer works. Third, once the CLC-ND mixture is
dispersed in a solution, there is no effective method to further vary the concentration of
NDs in the isolated CLC droplets. However, to complement the assembly of NDs with
sophisticated structures, the ability to successively send a certain number of NDs to a
pre-selected location is indispensable.

In this work, we applied the laser-induced ND injection technique, as reported in
our previous studies [18,26,27], to process cholesteric LC droplets with diverse internal
structures. CLC droplets with various topological structures, defect points, or lines were
prepared as the hosts by varying the chirality and surface anchoring. As the CLC droplets
were prepared using pure CLC, their topological structure was well-established without
the intervention of NDs. By manipulating the laser beam, water NDs were injected into
the stabilized CLC droplet at a pre-selected surface location with a controllable size and
number. The sequentially injected NDs self-assembled within the host CLC droplet into
tailored structures such as twisting radial chains, quill-like structures, discrete beads, and
helicoidal threads, respectively. Interestingly, apart from the self-assembly modality, we
observed that changes in laser power could also control the geometric structure of the
droplet being processed.

2. Materials and Methods

BHR20400 (liquid crystal) and R811 (chiral dopant) were purchased from Bayi Space,
China. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS, surfactant) and coumarin-6 (fluorescence dye) were
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The water used in our experiments was purified using a
Milli-Q water purification system (HHitech, Shanghai, China). The purchased chemicals
were used as received without further modification or purification.

The CLC droplet preparation was as follows. The CLC material in different chiralities
was mixed with BHR20400 and R811 with different doping concentrations based on a
purpose. To homogeneously composite the mixture, it was sonicated for 0.5 h and stirred for
10 h. The CLC mixture was emulsified in an aqueous surfactant solution into droplets with a
size in a range of 50 µm to 200 µm. The CLC emulsion was injected into a sandwiched glass
cell for the experiment. To prevent water evaporation and maintain a constant surfactant
concentration during laser processing, the cell was sealed by glue.

The microscopic analysis was performed using an inverted optical microscope (Ti2-U,
Nikon, Shin-oyoke, Japan) with or without crossed polarizers. The pictures were captured
by one CCD camera (TrueChrome AF, Tucsen, Xiamen, China), mounted on an eyepiece of
the microscope.

For the fluorescence confocal polarizing microscopy (FCPM), a laser-scanning-type
FCPM (K1-Fluo, Nanoscope systems, Seoul, Korea) was used to obtain horizontal sectional
images at different vertical locations to detect the arrangement of NDs in the host CLC
droplet [28]. To generate a fluorescence signal, coumarin-6 was doped into the CLC material
at a ratio of 0.01 wt%. The pinhole was set to 1 a.u. and a 405 nm laser beam was used.
Objectives with magnitudes of ×20 and ×40 and numerical apertures of 0.5 and 0.75 were
used, respectively.

The laser injection and loading of the NDs were performed as follows. The optical
setup of the laser processing system is illustrated in Figure 1. One 445 nm diode laser
(LL-LASER, Changchun, China) was focused through the objective with NA = 0.6 (Nikon,
Japan) and irradiated on the surface of the CLC droplets. The beam collimator (LBTEK,
Changsha, China), beam expander (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA), half-wave plate (LBTEK,
Changsha, China), and polarizer (LBTEK, Changsha, China) were inserted into the light
path in successive steps to shape the processing laser beam and control the laser power.
The laser spot size was changed to 5 µm with power in a range of 0.1 mW to 0.8 mW. To
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enhance the laser absorption and increase the laser-induced heating, 0.1 wt% of coumarin-6
was added to the targeted CLC droplets.
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Figure 1. Schematics for the experimental setup.

3. Results
3.1. Injection of NDs into a Stabilized CLC Droplet by Laser

After the CLC mixture was emulsified into droplets and dispersed in an aqueous
solution of surfactant (SDS), it underwent a relaxation process to reach an equilibrium,
during which the molecular alignment of the LC within its spherical confinement was
minimized in terms of energy [18,29]. For the thermotropic LC utilized in this study, this
relaxation process typically lasted from a few to several tens of minutes, depending on the
specific chemical composition. Once the relaxation process was complete, the topological
structure of the CLC droplet was stabilized. This structure was determined by the droplet’s
chirality (N) and surface anchoring. The chirality of the droplet was dependent on the pitch
(P) of the CLC mixture, which was linearly proportional to the concentration of the chiral
dopant as well as the size of the CLC droplet (D), where N = 2D/P [24,29]. Additionally,
the SDS surfactant in the solution induced a perpendicular anchoring of the LC molecules
to the surface of the CLC droplets [30]. However, by diluting the SDS concentration to
below 0.01 mM, the surface anchoring could be changed to planar.

As illustrated by the schematic in Figure 1, the laser-induced ND injection technique
was applied to load the guest NDs into the target CLC droplet with a stabilized topological
structure. In brief, by directing a continuous laser beam at a pre-selected location on
the surface of an LC droplet, this technique allowed the injection of a tiny amount of
surrounding water solution into the LC droplet. With the help of the elasticity of LC
molecules, the injected water solution spontaneously formed into monodispersed guest
water NDs, which subsequently arranged themselves into a colloidal assembly within the
host CLC droplet. In this way, it offered a bottom-up approach to assembling the internal
structure of a mesoscale LC droplet [26].

3.2. Laser Processing of Cholesteric LC Droplets with Defect Points

For the CLC droplets with small chirality (N < 6), their topological structure was
characterized by defect points that could be distinguished under crossed-linear polarizers.
Within a CLC droplet, the region with defect points normally has the maximum splay
energy, which can offer an attractive elastic force to the guest NDs [26]. In addition, the
typical size of a defect point in thermotropic LCs is only 10 nm [31]. As a result, injected
water NDs, which are on the micrometer scale, will self-assemble in the region with the
defect point and arrange themselves along the local director field of a CLC droplet to
minimize the free energy.
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For the CLC droplet with N = 2.3 as the processing target, it contained a surface defect
point (Figure 2). We irradiated the top surface of the CLC droplet with a 65 µW laser
beam for 20 seconds at a time. For each exposure, a certain number of water NDs were
injected into the CLC droplet and spontaneously drifted toward the area with the defect
point. As illustrated in the time-sequenced images in Figure 2, the first-arrived ND was
captured by the defect point (red dotted circle) and acted as the geometric center, whilst
the other NDs were attached to it and successively aggregated into a twisting radial chain
assembly. As more NDs joined, the sub-chains were lengthened and the whole assembly
retracted from the surface toward the bulk of the host CLC droplet. To clarify its geometry
in three dimensions (3D), we scanned the ND assembly using a confocal microscope and
reconstructed its distribution (Figure 3). It is illustrated that all sub-chains were twisted
and the hedgehog defect (red dot circle) stayed away from the boundary of the host sphere.
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Laser irradiated (65 µW, 20 s, blue dot) the target CLC droplet and loaded guest water NDs into it.
Time-sequenced microscopic images for the self-assembly of injected NDs into the CLC droplet with
and without crossed-linear polarizers (white arrows).
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Figure 3. The geometry of the laser-processed CLC droplet in Figure 2. (a) Using a confocal mi-
croscope, the sequenced images illustrate the geometry of the CLC droplet in each vertical section;
(b) 3D reconstruction of the distribution of ND assembly within the host CLC droplet.

Interestingly, we found that the NDs could also organize into a quill-like structure in
the host CLC droplet with a single defect point. A CLC droplet with N = 3.5 was selected
as the target for laser processing. In the beginning, it was difficult to distinguish its defect
point, except for two bright strips visible under the microscope (red box in Figure 4a). A
stronger laser irradiation (127 µW, 20 s) was then applied to the top surface of the CLC
droplet. With the trapping of the first-injected ND, the location of the defect point was
confirmed (red dotted circle). In addition, a stronger laser irradiation resulted in a faster
injection speed. As a result, for each injection, the injected NDs gathered together and
organized themselves into small curved chains (blue box in Figure 4b) near the irradiating
area before drifting toward the defect area.
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Figure 4. Laser processing of a CLC droplet with an internal quill-like structure. (a) Laser irradiated
(127 µW, 20 s) the target CLC droplet with N = 3.5 and loaded guest water NDs into it. (b,c) For each
irradiation, the injected NDs were organized into a curved chain and self-assembled as a single unit.
(d) Time-sequenced position of curved chains for their self-assembly dynamics. (e) Size distribution
of NDs in (b).

Remarkably, these pre-formed linear chains exhibited self-assembly as independent
units (Figure 4b,c). One curved chain was attracted and drifted toward the ND assembly.
During this process, this chain was always oriented parallel with the most outer one. When
it moved closer, one droplet on this chain, prior to the rest, unexpectedly quickly attached to
the most outer one. However, the rest would no longer approach further to their counterpart.
In addition, the connections among these attached droplets, located on different curved
chains, were relatively strong, which bonded different curved chains together. For the rest
of the chains, or what we called the different branches, their connections were so weak
that several of them could freely swing within a certain range. As more curved chains
joined, a quill-like geometry was shaped near the surface area of the CLC droplet (blue box
in Figure 4b). The dynamics are illustrated in Figure 4c,d, where each pre-formed chain
drifted with a constant velocity (T = 0–33 s) and then accelerated to attach to the former
trapped one (T = 33–40 s). With the help of ImageJ, the size distribution of the NDs was
roughly estimated (Figure 4e). By adjusting the focal plane of the microscope, we found
that the quill-like ND assembly spread out in opposite orientations near the top and bottom
surfaces of the host CLC droplet, respectively (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The geometry of the laser-processed CLC droplet in Figure 4. (a) By adjusting the focus of
the microscope, a quill-like ND assembly near the top and bottom surface of the CLC droplets was
observed. (b) The schematic drawing for the distribution in the host CLC droplet.

To exclude the effect of doping concentration to drive the difference in the assembly
structure of the NDs for the two cases above, we selected a target CLC droplet with N = 6,
which contained three defect points distributed on its symmetry axis (see Figure 6a). We
then irradiated the laser at the surface areas of the CLC droplet near the defect points with
a laser power of 65 µW and 127 µW, respectively. By manipulating the loading speed of the
NDs, the injected NDs were organized into two different assemblies: twisting radial chains,
and quill-like structures, respectively (red boxes, Figure 6b). This demonstrated that, apart
from the director field, the laser injection speed controlled by laser irradiation energy also
played a key role in assembling the CLC droplet structure in 3D. In addition, by irradiating
the top surface of the CLC droplet, the injected NDs were arranged into one straight linear
chain along the symmetry axis of the host CLC droplet (Figure 6b).
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Figure 6. The impact of laser power on structural processing. (a) The CLC droplet with N = 6
contained three defect points. (b) Under laser irradiation, the injected water NDs self-assembled in
the region with the defect point and arranged, along with the local director field, within the host CLC
droplet. By adjusting the laser power, the injected NDs were organized into two different assemblies:
twisting radial chains (65 µW) and quill-like structures (127 µW).

3.3. Laser Processing of Cholesteric LC Droplets with Defect Lines

The CLCs with large chirality (N > 6) exhibited a fingerprint texture, characterized by
a topological defect line under planar surface anchoring. The defect line provided a large
trapping potential for the NDs in the order of 1000 KBT, allowing them to stably stick onto
it and self-assemble along its geometry [21,32]. Due to the high doping concentration of
the chiral dopant in the LC medium, the LC molecules tended to form a layered helical
structure that competed with their spherical boundary. The axis perpendicular to this
helical layer was called the helical axis, as indicated by the 3D arrow in Figure 7 [18].
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Figure 7. Laser processing of a CLC droplet with bulk defect line. (a) The microscopic texture of
CLC droplets with N = 15.6. With different orientations of the helical axis (green axis in 3D), it
changed from nesting cups (up image) to a double spiral (bottom image). (b,d) The injected NDs
organized into two different assembles in the host CLC droplet with the same chirality. The three
images correspond with different focal planes of the microscope. (c,e) Schematics for the geometry of
bulk defect line based on the structure of the ND assembly in (b,d), respectively. The 3D green arrow
indicates the helical axis of the CLC droplet.

In the case of the target CLC droplets with N = 15.6, they involved defect lines forming
a double helix structure that originated from the sphere center and terminated with two
surface defect points. When observed under the microscope with or without a crossed-
linear polarizer, the defect line could be distinguished as bright helical twisting strips
with the aid of scattered light. Once the helical axis of the CLC droplets tilted out of the
horizontal plane, its texture transformed from nesting cups into a double spiral (Figure 7a).
Due to the tiny scale and delicate structure of the defect line, a precision laser injection
is more demanding. Therefore, we tightly focused the light beam to less than 5 µm and
irradiated the laser (80 µW, 5 s) on the surface area of the CLC droplet near the region
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with the defect line. To increase the quantity of injected NDs and, in the meantime, to
avoid unwanted aggregation, we frequently adjusted the injection location through the
laser-exposed area on the host microdroplet, but with the same input energy.

Interestingly, we observed that the injected NDs were organized into two different
assembly structures in the CLC droplets with the same chirality. In the majority of cases,
the injected water NDs assembled along the core of the defect line (black line) and merged
into larger and discrete beads (white arrow and red beads), with an interval distance equal
to half of the pitch (P) in the host CLC droplet, as illustrated in Figure 7b. In the minority of
cases, the water NDs aligned along the geometry of the defect line to form a double helical
droplet chain (Figure 7d; Supplementary Videos S1 and S2). By adjusting the focal plane of
the microscope, the distribution of NDs in the CLC droplets of the above two cases and
the geometry of the defect line were reconstructed in schematic drawings, as shown in
Figure 7c,e.

4. Discussion

The laser injection technique introduces the concept of laser micro- and nanomanufac-
turing to the field of soft matter. By injecting water NDs into a stabilized LC droplet using
a laser beam and controlling the self-assembly of the NDs into a predetermined internal
structure of the host sphere, this technique offers a bottom-up approach to the assembly
of three-dimensional droplet structures. Due to its non-contact and in situ processing
characteristics, it enjoys a high degree of processing freedom. In this study, a laser system
with an improved ability to manipulate the laser light was applied for the processing. We
discovered that the laser power could also serve as a control parameter to influence the
droplet structure being processed. Specifically, the laser power directly controlled the
injection speed of water NDs into their host LC droplet. Before being attracted to the defect
structure, all injected NDs near the irradiation area self-organized and joined the lateral
assembly dynamics as a single unit. Therefore, changes in laser power not only simply
impacted the injection number of NPs, but also contributed to the geometry of the assembly.

Cholesteric LC droplets with varying chirality and anchoring were used as the hosts
to organize the NDs into diverse assemblies. The topological structure of the cholesteric
LC host was well-established without intervention and the injected NDs spontaneously
self-assembles and aligned along the director field or along the geometry of the defect line
to minimize the free energy, which meant that the NDs could also act as a tracer to visualize
the topological structure of their host.

Specifically, we observed that for CLC droplets with chirality of N < 2, the director field
resembled that of the pure nematic case, with a radial configuration and one central defect
point. As the chirality increased (N = 2.3), the central defect point moved toward the surface
of the host sphere. However, the experimental data revealed that the director field remained
unchanged and NDs continued to arrange into radial chains. At a certain value of chirality,
the director field in the host sphere changed to a twisted radial configuration, as shown
in Figure 2. This result was in good agreement with previous theoretical studies, which
suggested that an increase in chirality leads to a decreasing twist elastic constant (K22),
eventually developing a non-zero azimuthal component and leading to a twisted radial
configuration [33–35]. In addition, we observed that for CLC droplets with high chirality
(N > 6) under planar anchoring, the NDs assembled into two different assembly structures;
discrete beads in the majority case, and double helical droplet chains in the minority case.
Even though it was impossible to distinguish the differences in the defect lines in these
CLC droplets under an optical microscope, the assembly of the NDs demonstrated that
the defect line had two distinct geometries. This result was consistent with the study of
self-assembly in a lyotropic LC, which explained that a CLC droplet involves either one χ+2

defect line or two χ+1 defect lines [19]. In addition, the laser processing of CLC droplets
with surface defect rings has been studied in our previous work [18].

In conclusion, combined with the non-contact and in situ processing capability of
the laser injection technique and the abundant modalities offered by CLC droplets, we
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processed the spherical structure of LC droplets with diverse internal structures. Compared
with relying entirely on material self-assembly to process spherical structures, the laser
injection method removed the restrictions of particle size as well as the boundary confine-
ments, providing greater control over the self-assembly dynamics and making templated
self-assembly a more versatile processing approach. This expands the design spectrum of
architectures of soft materials, paves the way for the tailored assembling of the spherical
structure of droplets, and could contribute to cutting-edge application development in the
field of soft matter and complex liquid systems. In addition, the macroscopic properties of
a droplet-based microsystem depend on its mesoscopic structure as well as its chemical
composition. By injecting a solution together with active ingredients into the host CLC
droplet, both the organization and chemical composition of the NDs within the host 3D
space could be customized to perform a specific physical function. As a closed system, the
internal structures of each droplet could be individually switched by tuning the orienta-
tion of the LC molecules with external stimuli such as electric fields and magnetic fields,
which further facilitates the applications. Therefore, this could open a new path for the
development of potential applications of droplet-based microsystems.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at:
https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/cryst13040683/s1, Video S1: defect line geometry under
cross-polarized optical microscope; Video S2: defect line geometry under optical microscope.
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